
ARCANISTS 

Steam Arachnid Swarm
 ° Metal Claws stat reduced from 6m to 5

Soulstone Miner
 ° Armor +2 changed to Armor +1.
 ° Mv reduced from 5 to 4.
 ° The Earth Beneath Your Feet now adds: “Until the start 

of this model’s next Activation, it is ignored for friendly 
Schemes and Strategies.”

Order Initiate
 ° Cost decreased by 1.

BAYOU

Big Brain Brin
 ° Calculate the Possibilities is now Once per Turn.
 ° Calculate the Possibilities can no longer choose Joker 

cards. 
 ° Calculate the Possibilities discarding 10 cards from Deck 

is no longer a cost but instead an effect of the Action.

The First Mate
 ° Gained Beast Characteristic.
 ° Carry the Loot Removed.
 ° Anchor stat reduced from 6r to 6.

Zoraida
 ° Eyes in the Night distance reduced from 12" to a12.
 ° Mv reduced from 5 to 4.
 ° Cost increased by 1.
 ° Voodoo Effigy Ability Timing changed from Start of 

Activation to End of Activation.

Bayou Smuggler
 ° Changing Plans replaced with Drag Behind.
 ° Attuned replaced with Full Pack.
 ° Forage replaced with Appraise Action.
 ° Life of Crime replaced with Carry the Loot which is now 
Once per Activation.

Lenny Jones
 ° “Found It! … I Think” Trigger now draws the flipped card 

(instead of discarded card).

Som’er Teeth Jones
 ° “Make Me Proud, Boys!”  Action now restricted to:  
Friendly Big Hat Minion only.

Mah Tucket
 ° Creative Cussing Trigger is now Once per Activation.
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GUILD

Agent 46
 ° Inhuman Physiology changed from Ability to a Bonus (F) 

Action that lasts until the End Phase.

The Dispatcher
 ° Aethervox Broadcaster now reads: “When taking non-

Interact Actions Friendly Guard models may treat this 
model as a friendly or enemy Scheme Marker. If this model 
would be removed this way, it may instead draw a card.

 ° Manipulative replaced with Serene Countenance.
 ° Stay at Your Post adjusted so the owner of the model may 

choose for the model not to move and it isn’t restricted to 
enemy Activations/effects.

 ° Gained Protected (Guard) Ability.
 ° Internal Affairs Trigger no longer draws a card.
 ° Cost increased by 1.

Greed 
 ° Use it on Yourself removed.
 ° Gained Guitar Bash Action.
 ° Unchecked Avarice range increased from 8” to 10”.

Pale Rider
 ° Diminished Pain reworded for grammar.
 ° Hatred Unleashed and Devastation switched Trigger costs.
 ° Devastation trigger changed to: “Enemy models within 

range suffer 2 irreducible damage and gain Burning +1.”
 ° Hatred Unleashed trigger changed to: “Each friendly model 

within range may take a yAction or the Charge Action.”

Frontiersman
 ° Defensive Reflexes replaced with Field Kit.
 ° Backup replaced with Deputy.

Enslaved Nephilim
 ° Gained Nefarious Pact.

NEVERBORN 

Stitched Together
 ° Fiendish Gamble is in replace of Cheating Fate instead of 

flipping a card.
 ° Gamble Your Life is now an Attack Action resisted by Wp, 

with TN increased from 10 to 13.
 ° Gamble Your Life stat reduced from 6t to 6.
 ° Text of Gamble Your Life changed to: “Enemy only. If 
this Action fails, this model suffers the effects as though the 
defending model was taking this Action targeting this model. 
Target suffers 3/4/5 damage.”

 ° Df reduced from 6 to 5.



OUTCASTS

Pride 
 ° Guitar Bash is now a y Action.
 ° Solo gained the following text: “During an opposed duel, 

if both models benefit from this effect, both effects are 
ignored.”

 ° This Song’s All About You damage reduced from 2 to 1 
(per card not discarded).

Mad Dog Brackett
 ° Cost increased by 1.

Rusty Alyce
 ° Mv reduced from 6 to 4.

Johan Creedy
 ° Gained Rush Ability.
 ° Rebel Yell stat increased from 5 to 5t .
 ° Relic Hammer stat reduced from 6 to 5.

Ashes and Dust
 ° Incorporeal replaced with Savage Winds.
 ° Whirlwind of Scrap now only pushes up to 12" towards a 

Scrap.
 ° Deadly Claws stat reduced from 6c to 6.

Benny Wolcomb
 ° Df increased from 5 to 6.
 ° Sack O’ Rats no longer requires discarding a card.
 ° Diseased and Nihilism replaced with Loyal to the Very 

End and Covered in Rats.
 ° Loyal Rats with Tiny Hats range increased from p3 to p4.
 ° Infected Blade Stat reduced from 6 to 5.
 ° Derringer Stat increased from 5 to 6 and gained “Rat 

Bomb!” Trigger.

Aionus
 ° Sever Timeline stat reduced by 5c to 5.
 ° Sever Timeline gained a TN of 12.

RESURRECTIONISTS

Archie
 ° Ruthless replaced with Rush.
 ° Mv reduced from 5 to 4.
 ° Leap stat changed from 5M to 6.
 ° Hurl Corpse stat reduced from 6r to 6.
 ° Gained Mournful Memories F Action.

Valedictorian
 ° Valedictory can now choose cards with value “equal to or 

less than the value of the discarded card, +2 for each Marker 
removed and cannot be used to draw Jokers.

 ° Cost increased by 1.

Reva
 ° The Forgotten Dead no longer requires discarding a card, 

and Summoned Corpse Candles gain Burning +1.
 ° Gained Channeled Flame Ability.
 ° Knock Aside Trigger replaced with Pulled Here and There.
 ° Cauterize Trigger adjusted to mention target instead of 

“Pyre Marker”.
 ° Gained Swift Action Trigger on Embrace the Flame.
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TEN THUNDERS

Minako Rei
 ° Kharmic Debt Trigger timing changed from After resolving 

to After succeeding (default).
 ° Create Katashiro TN increased from 15t to 17t.
 ° Create Katashiro now gains +2 Stat if a Shadow Marker 

was removed for the Action’s cost.

Yasunori
 ° Cost increased by 1.
 ° Chasing Advantage is for every three cards (rounded 

down) in the opposing players hand instead of every two.
 ° Onslaught Trigger replaced with Quick Reflexes.

Lust 
 ° Lascivious Music is now a Bonus (F) Action. 
 ° Lascivious Music no longer reveals extra cards based on Sin 

Tokens and the target must discard a random card from their 
hand (different than the card drawn).

 ° Seduction gained the Love Hurts Trigger.
 ° Df increased from 4 to 5.

Chiaki
 ° Split the Soul cost changed to: Discard a card and choose a
 ° friendly non-Master Retainer model within range.

Sensei Yu
 ° Brutal Sensei only gives Chi when a friendly model is 

damaged by an enemy effect.

Kitty Dumont
 ° Under the Table now restricted to: Enemy only.

UPGRADES

Reliquary (Manos, the Risen) 
 ° Demise (Eternal) replaced with Lantern of Souls.
 ° Regeneration +2 changed to Regeneration +1.

Fermented River Style
 ° Drunken Kung Fu replaced with Unpredictable.
 ° Falling Rave Kick effect and cost changed to: “Discard a 
Chi Token. Place this model into base contact with the target. 
Target suffers 3 damage and gains Staggered. 

 ° Falling Rave Kick ranged increased from y1" to y2" and 
gained a TN of 12.

Twelve Cups of Coffee
 ° Twitchy changed to: “After an enemy model ends its 

Activation within a6, this model may move up to 1".” 

No Prisoners
 ° Clockwork Grenade Action removed.
 ° Gained Riot Gear Ability.
 ° Run and Gun replaced with “Catch Them!”.

Inhuman reflexes
 ° Butterfly Jump replaced with Scamper.

Masked Agent
 ° Unsettling Presence replaced with Relentless.
 ° With Me changed to choosing a friendly model within 2".

Soulstone Cache
 ° Recharge Soulstone only happens when an enemy model 

within a3 is killed.
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CORE RULES MANUAL (FREE ONLINE VERSION) ERRATA

Pg 9. Jokers Callout – Paragraph 7
Change the text of the first sentence to: “If a player flipped the Red Joker and chose it for the Conflict of an opposed duel, the opposing 
model may not Cheat Fate.”

Pg 12. Actions Generated by Triggers Callout – Paragraph 2
Change the text of the paragraph to: “Actions generated by Triggers (and any subsequent Actions generated) cannot declare Triggers, 
and like other generated Actions, they do not count against a model’s Action limit.”

Pg 19. Shadow Diagram
Edges of Shadow Diagram are rounded.

Pg 30. Blasts – Paragraph 3
Change the text of the paragraph to: “All models, except the original target, whose bases are in base contact with one or more b take 
damage that is one segment lower than the category of damage flip against the target (e.g., if the target took Severe damage, the b will 
do Moderate damage). For Weak, any resulting b deal 1 damage.”

Pg 33. Bury – Paragraph 3
Add the following sentence: “If a model would be Unburied but cannot be because of an effect such as Laugh Off, Planted Roots, or 
Staggered, it may still be Unburied as above, ignoring such an effect.”

Pg 34. Damage Timing – Paragraph 1
Change the text of the first paragraph to the following text: “When a model suffers damage, it follows the timing structure below. If any 
model suffers damage as a result of an effect generated during this timing structure, the damage timing for that model is resolved after 
completely resolving all (6) steps of the initial damage timing, in the order in which the damage was generated. If multiple models 
suffer damage at the same time (such as from a Shockwave or B), resolve the damage timing of each model completely one at a time.”

Pg 37. Terrain Traits – Climbable
Add the following sentence: “If a model ignores this terrain trait, it may still move vertically up and down along the sides of this terrain.”

Pg 37. Unaffected by Terrain – Concealing
Change the name of the Concealing section from Concealment to Concealing

Pg 43. Deployment – Paragraph 1
Change the text of the paragraph to: “The Attacker chooses a Deployment Zone and divides their Crew into two groups (with any 
number of models in each group). The Defender chooses one of those two groups, and the Attacker deploys that group completely 
within the chosen Deployment Zone.”

Pg 43. Titles – Paragraph 1
Change the text of the second sentence to: “As such, two versions of a single character cannot exist in the same time period.” 

Pg 32. Replace
The Rules and Steps for replacing models were adjusted to the following:

1. Place each new model into base contact with any of the original models. If any cannot be Placed or cannot be added due to model 
limits, the Replace effect is canceled.

2.  Each new model’s Health is set to the total Health of all original model’s combined or to the new model’s maximum Health, 
whichever is lower. If the Replace effect Heals any new models, those new models Heal at this point.

3. If any original model(s) had any Conditions or Tokens, one new model gains those Conditions at the same value (if any) and all 
Tokens. These Conditions, if gained during the End Phase, do not resolve their effects. Any Summon Upgrades Attached to any 
original model is Attached to that new model (if able); all other Upgrades are discarded.

4.  If the new and original models belong to the same Crew, one new model becomes the target of any effects that targeted or chose 
any original models, such as Schemes, Leader designation, or lasting game effects. That new model is always considered a legal 
target for those effects.

5. Remove all original models from the game. If the new and original models do not belong to the same Crew, all original models are 
considered to be killed, ignoring Demise Abilities. No game effects (such as placing Markers or scoring points) occur from the 
original model being removed.

6.  If any new model is at 0 Health, it is killed.

7.  If any original model(s) had Activated, all new models are treated as having Activated; otherwise, new models are considered 
not to have Activated. If this Replace occurred during an original model’s Activation, one new model instead continues that 
Activation using any remaining Actions.
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